Government Should Follow Rules Too
People seem confused about what role — if any — government plays in our lives. This
misunderstanding causes problems.
Government was never intended to be the master, but the servant. Your servant doesn’t
tell you what you are allowed to do, nor punish you for not obeying him. The servant isn’t
allowed to do things in secret with the master’s money, nor to keep any job-related secrets
from the master. Your servant is accountable to you; never the other way around.
If someone takes a government job, they either accept their subservient position in society,
or they can take a job — without such strings attached — in the productive sector.
Forgetting their place should result in immediate unemployment with no chance of ever
holding another government job.
Government wrongly claims to have the right to track everyone, spy on everything we do,
collect all our information, and punish us for doing things we have the natural human right
to do, but which government forbids. Nothing can trump natural human rights, not even
the opinions of the vocal majority legislated and enforced by government employees.
Police across New Mexico object to a requirement to wear body cameras, which help them
be held accountable to their bosses — the people of the community. If they can’t do their
job under this condition, they are free to ﬁnd other jobs. No one is forcing them to be
police.
Locally, people are begging government for permission to re-open their restaurants, when
government never had the legitimate authority to shut businesses in the ﬁrst place. This
illustrates the danger of allowing the servant to require business licenses. It’s none of their
business who opens what kind of business, and nothing can make it their business. Not
even if “this is how we’ve always done it,” which isn’t true anyway.
Local government is even pretending it should have the power to dictate whether someone
will be allowed to use their own property as a subdivision.
This is crazy!
If we are to continue to fund government and give it our occasional obedience there must
be rules for it to follow. Since the Constitution has been ignored for the past century and a
half or so, what do you suggest be tried next?
Those who want to keep political government around are the ones responsible for keeping
it out of the lives of everyone else. If you won’t rein in your troublesome servant, his

misbehavior is on your head.

